Infor Motion Dashboards

Dashboards go mobile
Business dashboards, which present a unified graphical
display incorporating key business status information in
a format that’s easy to read, are most valuable when
they go where you go and show the information that
you need. Now you can take advantage of the next
breakthrough in information delivery—business
dashboards that you can use wherever you go via the
popular Apple® iPad® platform or a web browser.
Whether your work involves sales analytics, shop floor
inspections, or working at remote facilities, Infor™
Motion Dashboards software now allows you to work
effectively wherever you go.

Get experience that counts
Infor Motion Dashboards, built as an integrated part of
the sophisticated Infor ION Business Intelligence
platform, delivers the ultimate solution for doing more
efficient business on the go. It represents the
culmination of decades of industry-specific experience
and thousands of implementations at companies like
yours. We know how important it is to master the exact
details of your industry and the needs of the customers
you serve. We built Infor Motion Dashboards to
sharpen your view of your business process so that
you can keep track of what’s happening in your
business anywhere, any time.

See intelligence in motion
Infor Motion Dashboards software extends the power
of your Infor Enterprise Performance Management
applications to popular mobile technologies, through
the iPad platform, a standard browser, or both. You can
create, view, and modify dashboards on either platform,
then use or modify those dashboards again for
whichever platform suits your needs. You can also
share dashboards with other people and customize
dashboards created by others to suit your specific
requirements.

With Infor Motion Dashboards, you can monitor any
business goal, including sales, production, finance, field
service, or other specialized purpose. You can even
create a special dashboard for a specific situation, such
as a sales presentation or board meeting.
The Infor Motion Dashboards solution can integrate
with your Infor ION infrastructure, which means that the
data displayed in any dashboard reflects real-time data
pulled from your business systems, including ERP, EAM,
CRM, financials, or any other system connected to your
ION network, including non-Infor solutions.
Infor Motion Dashboards software integrates naturally
with the content that you create with Infor ION BI
Application Studio. It draws on the data sources and
report structures that you use there and allows you to
rapidly create dashboards that suit your specific
requirements. If your systems are connected to Infor
ION Business Analytics, you’ll also get the benefit of a
highly focused collection of pre-built content that you
can access immediately.
With advanced graphical design and a highly usable
interface, Infor Motion Dashboards software
demonstrates how a beautiful, visually appealing
presentation of your business data not only makes that
data easier to use as a business tool, it also makes you
more informed, effective, and efficient. You’ll be proud
to show your dashboards to your management, your

colleagues, and your customers and feel confident that
you have the right data at hand to do your job.

Move forward faster
Infor Motion Dashboards technology puts your information
where the action is—that is to say, wherever you are.
You’ll be able to work faster by combining full access to
the power of your Infor business software with the
mobility, flexibility, and simplicity of the iPad platform,
because you’ll always have information when and where
you can gain the greatest value from it. As an extension to
Infor ION Business Intelligence and Infor ION Business
Analytics, Infor Motion Dashboards software helps you
take care of business when and where it matters most.
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About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. To learn
more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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